
 

 

 

 

 

 

GO ECO: AIR  

 

GO ECO is the new ergonomic Cafe range based on environmental 

factors. Manufactured from sustainable timber, non-toxic and low 

environmental impact plastic. And designed to be easily repaired or 

recycled.  

 

Suitable for laptops up to 17”. 

 

AIR easily configures into an ergonomic laptop stand lifting your laptop 

to a choice of 5 different angles with lift settings from approximately 

125mm to 221mm. The front of the AIR unit pulls out to boast an 

innovative smart phone and tablet stand. This feature can also be used as 

an A4 copy holder in conjunction with 15-17” laptops. 

 

Benefits:  

 

• Produced from sustainable timber. 

• Hand Made. 

• Hand Finished.  

• Hand Assembled. 

• Designed for repair or recycling.  

• Smart Phone cradle 

• Table Cradle. 

• Compactly folds flat for easy transportation.  

• Supports laptops up to 17”. 

• 5 settings   

• Non-slip feet.  

• FREE rPert Ergo Case. 

 

 

Compactly folds to just 340mm x 250mm x 12mm and weight 

just 690 grams!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.ergonomiccafe.com 



 

Go Eco is the exciting new eco range of ergonomic display screen solutions from the Ergonomic 
Cafe.  

 
Each Go Eco product starts its evolution based on our SLR values; 

 
    1. Sustainability. How can we reduce the products environmental impact? 

 
We only use timber materials from sustainable sources. Water based and non-toxic 
finishes. Low impact and non-toxic plastic with a long service life, which can be easily 
recycled at end of life.  

 
    2. Longevity. How can we achieve a long product life?  

 
Not only do we use quality materials to manufacture the Go Eco range, and take every effort in the 
manufacturing and assembly process to produce a quality product. But if the product is accidentally 
damaged during normal use, we also design our products not to be 'throw-away', but to be easily 
refurbished or repaired to increase their working life.  

 
    3. Recyclable. How can we ensure that all components can be easily recycled? 

 
Our products are designed to be easily and fully disassembled for the most efficient end 
of life recycling.  
 

Go Eco and the love of life and natural things. 

Increased research in Biophylia has shown that humans possess an innate tendency to see 
connections in nature, and a love of life and living things. These experiences are widely considered 
to be both calming and can also increase productivity. We have incorporated the Biophilia effect 
into the Go Eco range by sourcing top quality and sustainable timber to allow the user to 
experience a tactile interaction with a natural material, whilst also enjoying the calming visual effect 
of the unique grain pattern in each product.  
 
Our products are individually manufactured with limited shelf stock to reduce our carbon footprint.  

Each item is individually hand finished and hand assembled.  

 
Each product comes in a stylish rPET case manufactured from recycled plastic bottles. 
In addition to this, all of our materials are sourced from UK suppliers.  

 


